Abstract. In this work we give some maximal inequalities in Triebel-Lizorkin spaces, which are "Ḟ s,q ∞ -variants" of Fefferman-Stein vector-valued maximal inequality and Peetre's maximal inequality. We will give some applications of the new maximal inequalities and discuss sharpness of some results.
Many results about L p and H p have been generalized toḞ s,q p and the Fefferman-Stein vector-valued maximal inequality in [4] is a key tool to develop a theory of Triebel-Lizorkin spaces. However the maximal inequality cannot be adapted toḞ s,q ∞ . The main purpose of this paper is to provide an analogous maximal inequality that can be readily used forḞ s,q ∞ .
Maximal inequalities.
Let M be the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator and for 0 < t < ∞ let M t u = M(|u| t ) 1/t . Then the Fefferman-Stein vector-valued maximal inequality in [4] says that for 0 < r < p, q < ∞
Here, the notation " " indicates that an unspecified constant, which may depend on d, p, q, is involved in the inequality. Note that (1.1) also holds when q = ∞. Now for k ∈ Z and σ > 0 we define the Peetre maximal operator M σ,2 k by M σ,2 k u(x) := sup
|u(x − y)| (1 + 2 k |y|) σ .
For r > 0 let E(r) be the space of tempered distributions whose Fourier transforms are supported in {ξ : |ξ| ≤ 2r}. As shown in [16] one has the majorization M d/r,2 k u(x) M r u(x), (1.2) if u ∈ E(2 k ).
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Then it follows via (1.1) that for 0 < p < ∞, and 0 < q ≤ ∞, r < min p, q
if u k ∈ E(2 k ). It is well known that r < p is necessary and Christ and Seeger [3] proved that for q ≤ p, the condition r < q in (1.3) is a necessary condition by using a random construction.
It is natural to ask whether the analogous maximal inequalities for p = ∞ hold. Clearly, (1.1) and (1.3) hold for p = q = ∞ and the example in [22, 2.1.4] shows that those inequalities do not hold for p = ∞ and 0 < q < ∞. Now we consider "Ḟ Note that
where Π k is a homogeneous Littlewood-Paley frequency decomposition, defined in Section 2. Here "∼" means both " " and " ". One may wonder whether for 0 < r < q < ∞
can be dominated by
provided that u k ∈ E(2 k ). However, this does not hold; Theorem 1.1. Let 0 < r, p < ∞. Then there exists a sequence {u k }, with u k ∈ E(2 k ) so that (1.5) < ∞, but (1.4) = ∞.
In view of Theorem 1.1 we will replace M r by appropriate smaller maximal-type operator so that (1.4), with M r replaced by the new maximal operator, is bounded by (1.5).
We observe that
Moreover, the pointwise estimate (1.2) does not hold when we replace M r by M k,ǫ r , but we will prove the following lemma, based on the idea in [16] .
uniformly in k.
Now we state the maximal inequality of M k,ǫ r , which is our main result. Theorem 1.3. Let 0 < r < q < ∞ and ǫ > 0. Suppose that u k ∈ E(A2 k ) for some A > 0 and for all k ∈ Z. Let µ ∈ Z and P ∈ D µ . Then
Here, the implicit constant of the inequality is independent of µ and P .
Then as a consequence of Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 the following result holds.
Corollary 1.4. Let 0 < r < q < ∞. Suppose that for u k ∈ E(A2 k ) for some A > 0 and for all k ∈ Z. Let µ ∈ Z and P ∈ D µ . Then
Remark. Corollary 1.4 is sharp in the sense that if r ≥ q then there exists a sequence {u k } in E(2 k ) for which the inequality does not hold. For details see Section 4.
It has been observed in [1] and [18] that weaker versions of maximal inequalities for M σ,2 k hold, namely that the left hand side of the asserted inequality in Corollary 1.4 is bounded by the supremum over arbitrary dyadic cubes, not over R ∈ D µ , assuming σ is large enough. That is, we provide improvements by deriving " sup As an application of Corollary 1.4, for µ ∈ Z, q 1 < q 2 < ∞, and u := {u k } k∈Z one has
provided that each u k is defined as in Corollary 1.4, where
and then for k ≥ µ, P ∈ D µ , and
where we used Corollary 1.4 in the last inequality. By applying
for x ∈ P , one can prove (1.7). Furthermore, by using (1.8) and Corollary 1.4 one can also obtain that for 0 < q < ∞ and
Then together with (1.7), this implies F s,q1
This paper is organized as follows. We gives some application of the new maximal inequalities in Section 2. We prove Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 in Section 3 and construct some counter examples in section 4 to prove Theorem 1.1 and to show the sharpness of Corollary 1.4. are defined as subspaces of S ′ /P (tempered distributions modulo polynomials) with (quasi-)norms
Applications inḞ
respectively. When p = ∞ and q < ∞ we apply
where D stands for the set of all dyadic cubes in R 
.
The inhomogeneous Triebel-Lizorkin spaces F s,q p
is a subspace of S ′ with norms
where the supremum is taken over all dyadic cubes whose side length l(Q) is less than 1.
Mikhlin-Hörmander multiplier theorems forḞ
0,q
The classical Mikhlin multiplier theorem [9] states that if a function m, defined on R d , satisfies
for all multi-indices β with |β| ≤ d/2 + 1, then the operator T m is bounded in L p for 1 < p < ∞. In [8] Hörmander extends Mikhlin's theorem to functions m with the weaker condition
α stands for the standard fractional Sobolev space, ϕ is a cutoff function such that 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1, ϕ = 1 on 1/2 ≤ |ξ| ≤ 2, and Supp(ϕ) ⊂ {1/4 ≤ |ξ| ≤ 4}. When 0 < p ≤ 1 Calderón and Torchinsky [2] proved that if (2.1) holds for α > d/p − d/2, then m is a Fourier multiplier of Hardy space H p . A different proof was given by Taibleson and Weiss [20] . In [23] and [24, p74] Triebel extended these results to inhomogeneous Triebel-Lizorkin spaces and the arguments can also be applied to the homogeneous spaces. That is, for 0
As an application of Theorem 1.3 one can extend the multiplier theorem toḞ
s were initially introduced by Neri [13] and further developed by Strichartz [19] . Recently, the spaces attract some attention in connection with Cauchy problems for non-linear parabolic PDEs, especially Navier-Stokes equations. See [25] , [26] for details.
F s,q
∞ -Boundedness of Pseudo-differential operators of type (1, 1). For 0 < p < ∞ and 0 < q ≤ ∞ Runst [17] , Torres [21] , and Johnsen [11] 
On the other hand, for 0 < p, q ≤ ∞
As an application of Theorem 1.3 one can extend the boundedness to F s,q ∞ . Theorem 2.2. Suppose m ∈ R, 0 < q < ∞, and a ∈ S
The proof is based on the idea in [17] , [11] , and in the proof Theorem 1.3 is used to derive a "F s,q ∞ -variant" of Marschall's inequality in [12] . [14] contains detailed proofs and some sharpness results. for 0 < q ≤ ∞. Jawerth [10] and Franke [5] showed that these embeddings are not optimal and improved that
2.3.
They used interpolation techniques and later Vybíral [27] gave a different proof of the embeddings by using discrete characterization of B s,q p and F s,q p . Now, as an direct consquence of (1.7), we prove the analogue of (2.2) when p 1 = ∞. Proof. We may assume q < ∞. The proof is independent of the previous results, and quite simple and direct without interpolation technique and discrete characterizations. It suffices to show
If q < p 0 , then Hölder's inequality yields that the left hand side of (2.4) is less than
and this is clearly dominated by f B s 0 ,∞ p 0
. If q ≥ p 0 then (1.7) proves that the left hand side of (2.4) is bounded by a constant times
, which is less than f B also holds for p 1 = ∞.
3. Proof of Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 3.1. Proof of Lemma 1.2. We follow arguments in the proof of (1.2) in [16] . We may assume A = 1 by a scaling argument. Let 0 < r < t < q < ∞ and u k belong to E(2 k ). Set ǫ = d(1/r − 1/t) > 0 and choose 0 < δ < 1. By the mean value theorem we obtain that
We see that 1
It was proved in [16] that
for some C > 0, and this yields tha
. By choosing 0 < δ < 1 sufficiently small we can get the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 1.3.
We may assume A = 1 without loss of generality. Suppose u k ∈ E(2 k ) and let ψ k be a Schwartz function whose Fourier transform takes the value 1 on the support of u k and is supported in {ξ : |ξ| ≤ 2 k+2 }. Then by using the idea in the proof of [6, Lemma 2.1] we write
We first claim that for a dyadic cube P with l(P ) ≥ 2 −k
Let σ > d/q and γ be a Schwartz function so that γ(0) = 1, Supp( γ) ⊂ {ξ : |ξ| ≤ 1}, and
, the Fourier transform of g k,Q is supported in {ξ : |ξ| ≤ 2 k+2 }, and for all y ∈ Q and arbitrary σ > 0
uniformly in k and Q due to (1.8). Thus we have
By taking an integral in y variable and using the L q boundedness of M σ,2 k we obtain
for sufficiently large M . By putting together and taking the supremum of the integral over m ∈ Z d we derive (3.2). Here, we used the fact that
Now fix µ ∈ Z and P ∈ D µ , and then consider
For each n ∈ Z d and P ∈ D let P + l(P )n := {x + l(P )n : x ∈ P } and define D k (P, n) to be the subfamily of D k that contains any dyadic cubes contained in P + l(P )n. When
where (3.1) is applied. By the L q boundedness of M r the first part is bounded by a constant times
Then for 0 < s < min (1, r)
, and the argument we did for (3.2), we obtain
for sufficiently large N , which proves (3.5)
To complete the estimation of (3.4) it remains to show
The left hand side of the inequality is bounded by 
where the first step follows from Hölder's inequality if q > 1, l q ֒→ l 1 if q ≥ 1, and the second one is from (3.2) for sufficiently large L > 0.
For the remaining term, if |m| ≥ C|x − y|/l(P ) or |m| ≤ C −1 |x − y|/l(P ) for a sufficiently large constant C, then |y − x Q | l(P )|m| for y ∈ V and x Q ∈ P + l(P )m, and thus, by the same way, we derive the bound (3.6). Now consider the case 2d < |m| ∼ |x−y|/l(P ). Observe that |m|l(P ) l(V ) and this implies
by Hölder's inequality and (3.2). Finally, this completes the estimate of the term corresponding to J k,r,ǫ P [u k ].
Some examples
In what follows let η, η denote Schwartz functions so that η ≥ 0, η(x) ≥ c on {x : |x| ≤ 1/100} for some c > 0, Supp( η) ⊂ {ξ : |ξ| ≤ 1/100}, η(ξ) = 1 for |ξ| ≤ 1/100, and Supp( η) ⊂ {ξ : |ξ| ≤ 1/10}. 4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. We construct a sequence of functions u k ∈ E(2 k ) satisfying (1.5) < ∞, but (1.4) = ∞. One key idea is that for arbitrary α > 0 there exists M = M (α) such that
is a bounded function in R. On the other hand, for any M > 1,
is bounded only when α ≥ 1.
For α > 0 to be chosen later, define
for k ≥ 1 and set u k := 0 for k < 1 where e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ R d . Then we observe that for P ∈ D and sufficiently large M > 0 We first observe the pointwise estimate β k * h µ k (x) M s h µ k (x) for 0 < s < q, which is proved in [3] . Then the L q boundedness of M s yields that the left hand side of (4.1) is less than a constant times and a straightforward computation gives that this is bounded above uniformly in N .
